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slow down. 
In the past 15 years there have been many 

expert investigators attracted to the study of 
leprosy and many of them tend to submit 
their papers to their specialty journals. This 
has been a healthy trend in bringing under
standing and interest in leprosy before a 
broader scientific audience. The trend, how
ever, presents two difficulties . First, it makes 
it more difficult for many leprosy workers to 
gain access to much published material ex
cept as it js brought to them through editori
al comment or the abstract sections of lepro
sy journals. Second , it reduces the flow of 
manuscripts to leprosy journals, including 
this JOURNAL. 

The ILA membership is reminded that 
their yearly dues are I LA dues and notJouR
NAL subscriptions. The subscription rate is 
higher than the dues. In return for their dues 
they get the JOURNAL, though in effect the 
J OURN AL becomes part of the coIlection agen
cy for the dues. 

It can be strongly argued that without the 
JOURNAL there is no ILA since, meeting only 

once in five years, the I LA basicalIy has two 
functions. These are the production of this 
JOURNAL which is its organ and the holding of 
the quinquennial International Leprosy Con
gresses. Without the JOURNAL it is doubtful 
that many members would continue mem
bership dues, and thus membership, for the 
purpose of attending a congress every five 
years . 

ILA members are therefore reminded that 
both the continuing quality and the future of 
the JOURNAL is in considerable measure de
pendent on their manuscript contribution. It 
is in no way suggested that the JOURNAL has a 
claim on a major share of their work, but this 
notice is intended to calI attention to those 
"facts of life" particularly evident to the edi
torial office, to remind them that this is their 
JOURNAL and that the JOURNAL is pleased to 
receive representative works from time to 
time. 

This JOURNAL is now welI enough abstract
ed and referenced (IJ L 45 [1977] 292) to as
sure contributors of wide attention. 

- EDITOR 

Appeal to Authors Renewed 

In our first issue of 1974 (IJL 42 [1974] 
67-68), we appealed to authors working on 
any aspect of leprosy to put us on their mail
ing Iist for reprints of their writings to assist 
in our coverage by abstracts in our "Current 
Literature" section. The response has been 
very helpful, though not comprehensive. As 
noted in a recent editorial note (IJL 45, # 
3), this JOURNAL is indexed and abstracted 
quite well. We utilize CURRENT CONTENTS and 
SDILINE, as weIl as regular scanning of about 
60 journals, to achieve our coverage. Never
theless, we are aware that not alI significant 
work in leprosy comes to early attention 
since our other activities sometimes bring 
such work to our attention some time later. 
We regularly receive 11 journals largely 
concerned with leprosy. Hence we are most 
concerned with obtaining reprints from other 

journals and those published in non-English 
languages. These we are more Iikely to miss. 
In the latter case, since translation services 
are not available, we appreciate the efforts 
of authors to accompany the reprints with 
brief English summaries. 

We have attempted to acknowledge re
ceipt of these contributions. Should we miss 
some, or should financiaI exigencies force us 
to conserve postage, we trust that contribu
tors wilI accept the appearance of their con
tributions in our abstract section as ac
knowledgment of receipt and appreciation of 
courtesy given. 

Continuation and augmentation of this 
courtesy by authors wilI be helpful and 
appreciated. 

- EDITOR 




